
SUMMARY Meet a Senior Back-end Ruby/Ruby on Rails

Developer with rather extensive object-oriented

design and coding experience. Anonyo has been

building new features from scratch for years,

starting from an idea to the full implementation,

yet he’s masterful in operating with the existing

large-scale codebase. He also has experience

supporting other engineers, acting as the

Technical Lead for 3 years. On top of that,

Anonyo is known to be extremely passionate about

his job and is sure to find a perfect code

solution for projects with various degrees of

complexity and make things work smoothly.

Undoubtedly, he has got all experience and

knowledge for this position and is ready to bring

his expertise to a project.

TECH  STACK
/years

Ruby on Rails  8 Ruby  8

Other Technologies:

React, PostgreSQL, AWS, Angular, CSS/HTML, REST

API, GraphQL, Redis, GitHub Actions, Docker,

Typescript

EXPERIENCE
HIGHL IGHTS

Rewind (Oct 2020 – Ongoing)

Rewind backs up data for SAAS platforms if the

customer has a data loss. Rewind lets them

restore their data.

Role:

Senior Software Engineer

Built and designed a prototype for the next

phase of Rewind;

built a core component in a service-oriented

architecture from scratch using Ruby on

Rails;

unblocked and assigned work to other team

members;

conducted technical interviews;

mentored and guided junior team members;

built front-end features with React / Ajax /

Rails views.

Tech Stack: Ruby on Rails,AWS,Docker,GitHub

Actions,PostgreSQL,Redis

Samsung Ads (Mar 2019 – Oct 2020)

Powering the admin for ad campaigns for one of

the largest ad providers in the world.

Role:

Software Engineer / Tech Lead

Developed full-stack web application with

React, which processed, analyzed, and

rendered data for their trading platform;

liaised closely with QA, back-end developers,

front-end developers, and product owner as

needed;

delivered multiple time-sensitive features,

including business changes and database

upgrades;

refactored code for various features of the

application for both UI and backend to reduce

UI latency;

wrote unit tests for UI (React), GraphQL, and

Rails backend using Rails Minitest and React

Testing Library;

designed and discussed application

architecture and followed Agile (Scrum);

mentored other developers;

came up with application architecture for new

features;

conducted technical interviews of new

candidates.

Tech Stack: Ruby on

Rails,React,GraphQL,PostgreSQL,Redis,REST API

Koolicar / OpenFleet (Oct 2015 – Mar 2019)

Koolicar was a peer to peer car sharing

application, similar to AirBnb.

Role:

Software Engineer

Developed full-stack web application with

React and Rails views;

rewrote and automate the financial payment

system;

wrote, tested (RSpec), and documented API

endpoints for mobile and web;

developed strategies to scale the

application;

optimized and created background jobs to

handle complex business logic;

performed code reviews;

optimized slow/inefficient queries;

wrote rake tasks;

built/evolved Admin section;

mentored junior developers.

Tech Stack: Ruby on Rails,React,PostgreSQL,REST

API

Dynamo (May 2014 – May 2015)

Dynamo was a Ruby focused e-commerce agency.

Role:

Back-end Developer

Worked mostly on e-commerce and CMS-based

applications;

designed and built new features;

tracked and fixed complex application bugs;

updated JS and ruby syntax on legacy

projects;

provided estimates to clients and kept the

team up to date with daily morning stand-ups;

upgraded applications;

scaled and refactored existing features.

Tech Stack: Ruby on

Rails,PostgreSQL,Angular,CSS/HTML

EDUCAT ION Cardiff School of Management, UWIC

Bachelors

Business Administration

2010

ADDIT IONAL  INFO Individual contractor

Potentially available for direct hire

63647b878fa14174bb402596 

ANONYO  H .
Senior Back-end Web Developer

$70 /h .
1

project with

Lemon.io

9
years of

experience

https://rewind.com/
https://www.samsung.com/ca/business/samsungads/
https://godynamo.com/

